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Introduction
The Amazon region is an icon for global ecological well-being. It is the home to remarkable biodiversity and is an important climatic regulator, providing climate stabilization, carbon sequestration and protecting hydrological cycles, among other ecosystem services. The region is critical to economic security and growth, particularly associated with Brazil’s meteoric economic rise in the 21st century. Amazonia is also one of the most culturally and linguistically diverse regions of the planet and the plight of its traditional indigenous peoples in the face of rapid development are widely recognized as an urgent social concern. This bio-historical diversity is widely seen to include diverse pre-Columbian complex societies with developed sophisticated systems of land-use and management and engineered landscapes, as well as the historical legacy of colonialism and globalization (Balée, 2010; Balée & Erickson, 2006; Heckenberger & Neves, 2009; Rostain, 2012; Schaan, 2011). Not surprisingly, the fate of the Amazon forest – the “lungs of the world” – is highly contentious, reflecting often conflicting perceptions and interests of conservation and development, heritage and human rights and larger scale drivers of socio-ecological and climate change (Alcorn & Zarzycki, 2005; Chapin, 2004; Hecht, 2013; Schmink, 2011; Schwartzman et al., 2013; Schwartzman & Zimmerman, 2005).

In the Brazilian Amazon, indigenous areas currently preserve the largest tracts of continuous standing forests and are the most important barrier to deforestation, particularly in the southern Amazon’s “arc of deforestation” (Nepstad et al., 2006). At 29 million hectares, the corridor is the world’s largest contiguous tract of tropical forest still under indigenous and traditional resource management, although acutely threatened by development outside the corridor (Figure 2A and 2B). The Xingu corridor preserves substantial pre-Columbian socio-historical variation in the Xingu corridor (Schwartzman et al., 2013). This included large pre-Columbian populations with semi-intensive systems of agricultural and wetland land-use, which dramatically changed land-cover over the long-term, particularly ca. 500-1000 years ago (Heckenberger et al., 2003, 2008). This included radical changes following European contact, ca.
1550-1650, including widespread forest fallowing that resulted in the closed forest conditions that prevail across the area today (Dull et al., 2010).

The Upper Xingu is a “hotspot” of both biodiversity and cultural and historical diversity, including the legacy of large settled Amerindian communities in substantially modified and, in several cases, carefully engineered landscapes. There is a significant disconnect, however, between historical and ecological analyses, including incorporation of indigenous voices and local participants, despite widespread use of the term “socio-ecological” in recent literature (Brondizio et al., 2009). The even more critical point is that these voices must be incorporated into global discourses, and the institutional structure of governance in broader society, not merely as evolutionists have wanted them to be: primitives. To avoid the “willful ignorance” of this imperative in contemporary research, by stranding indigenous groups in a state of “suspended animation,” the primitive (Ramos, 1998). They are both stakeholders and partners in contemporary struggles.

In Amazonia, and in many parts of the Global South and, particularly, Native America, this depends on archaeology, as much as any other single discipline, to bridge social, historical and ecological perspectives. To address complex issues of economic, social and environmental sustainability in the Amazon, collaborative research networks are needed to produce shared interdisciplinary and multi-scalar understandings of coupled ecological and socio-historical systems. Within these networks, archaeology takes on an expanded role, far greater than many other world areas, to understanding long-term human-natural systems and as a means to promote greater integration between scientific research and broader society needed within the context of sustainability. This is also the unique contribution of the Amazon to archaeology and world history, as the last area of the world to be fully embraced as a global macro-region no less eventful or driven by large-scale forces, including colonialism, native empires, social networks, including large inter-connected polities and anthropogenic transformations, and the knowledge production industry itself.

Specifically, integrated Xingu basin-wide research coordination networks aimed to document, preserve and monitor cultural heritage and biodiversity resources are a widely anticipated direction for all future research in the region. Research at the meso-scale of regions and large protected areas are needed to articulate local contexts to larger areas, in this case non-indigenous areas, and larger-scale drivers, such as climate and economic development, such as agriculture, hydro-dams and urbanism. Such basin-wide or similar meso-scale regional studies in Amazonia depend on research strategies that articulate indigenous
groups, NGOs and scientists and foster common research agendas for understanding future changes and implementing local actions for coordinated sustainable development. Collaborative research provides a solid foundation for the study of dynamic and multi-scalar processes of landscape and cultural change over the past millennium among indigenous Amerindian peoples and other traditional populations in the Xingu basin (e.g. rubber-tappers and riverine-forest extractive communities).

Bio-historical diversity, landscapes & sustainability

Today, regional specialists agree that humans and environments in Amazonia act recursively, rather than directionally (i.e., one simply causing change in the other). As Cleary (2001:65) notes: “interpretations of the Amazon that stress environmental constraints on human agency or portray it as largely virginal or unsettled prior to the modern period are at best an oversimplification”. Models of socio-ecological change in Amazonia must address this variation in Amerindian systems, ranging from small-scale, low impact systems to fairly large-scale systems that heavily influenced local landscapes in the past, creating unique “islands” or mosaics of bio-historical diversity (Balée, 2010; Balée & Erickson, 2006; Denevan, 2001; Erickson & Balée, 2006; Heckenberger, 2010; Posey & Balée, 1989). Recent findings are part of a growing realization that
pre-modern peoples in many parts of the world were capable of having a major impact on plant and animal communities, hydrology, and even climate (Mason, 2004; Ruddiman, 2003, 2013; Willis et al., 2004, 2007).

Two areas, in particular, show substantial archaeological evidence of major human alterations of the forested landscapes in prehistoric times, including forest cover, soils, and wetland management (Figure 1A): the floodplains (várzea) of the lower and middle Amazon, including the Lower Xingu (Neves & Petersen, 2006; Schaan, 2011; Woods et al., 2009) and the southern Amazon transitional forests, including the Upper Xingu headwater basin (Erickson & Balée, 2006; Heckenberger, 2005; Heckenberger et al., 2003, 2008; Schaan, 2011). In general terms, pre-Columbian forest alteration and landscape engineering was most clearly associated with the emergence of powerful regional polities, ca. 1500-400 BP, followed by a period of forest falling after European colonization (Bush et al., 2008; Clement, 1999; Dull et al., 2010).

Recent impact studies related to major dams and urban development in the Lower Xingu, likewise confirm large, dense regional populations were present in pre-Columbian times, as recognized in the lower reaches of other southern tributaries and along the Amazon (várzea). Cultural and historical variation and change over the past 200-300 years and sporadic archaeological evidence indicate dense populations and significant landscape modification, including anthropogenic soils were widespread across the Xingu basin, although highly variable (Balée, 1989; Hecht, 2003; Posey, 2002; Schwartzman et al., 2013). The forested environments also preserve an unparalleled record of the post-contact (post-AD 1500) “fallowing” of much of the landscape associated with demographic collapse of Amerindian populations, between the 16th and 20th centuries (Heckenberger, 2005, 2010; Heckenberger et al., 2003, 2008).

Nonetheless, detailed interdisciplinary studies of anthropogenic landscapes in Amazonia are rare and pre-Columbian and historic complex societies are poorly understood in terms of scale, land-use, and impact on forest ecologies. In the Xingu River basin, archaeological research is lacking for most of the basin, but in-depth research has been conducted in the extreme upper reaches of the Xingu River (Figure 1B). This provides a clear example of complex socio-ecological systems among pre-Columbian and historic Amerindian social formations, as revealed through participatory GPS mapping, archaeological investigations, remote sensing and GIS (Figure 2C) due to the anthropogenic footprint of ancient complex societies and contiguous protected forest (Heckenberger et al., 2007; Willis et al., 2004). Densely settled agricultural populations did not denude the landscape of trees, as commonly practiced in modern developmental
practices, but instead created patchy (spatially and seasonally) mosaic patterns of land-use. Like today, these would have incorporated diverse forest and wetland management strategies, including sequential multi-cropping in long-term rotational cycles of agriculture and arboriculture, large-scale wetland management, and patchy land-use and forest “connectivity” through habitat corridors.

The term “cultural landscape,” as used by UNESCO to define the “combined works” of nature and humankind, aptly characterizes areas like the Xingu basin (Schwartzman et al., 2013):

Protection of cultural landscapes can contribute to modern techniques of sustainable land-use and can maintain or enhance natural values in the landscape. The continued existence of traditional forms of land-use supports biological diversity in many regions of the world. The protection of traditional cultural landscapes is therefore helpful in maintaining biological diversity (UNESCO website).

As Erickson (2006:237) sums up, the idea of cultural landscapes suggests that “understanding the environment as an indigenous creation [a palimpsest and a work in progress] is much more useful and accurate than the common practice of describing humans as simply “adapting to,” “impacting,” “transforming,” “altering,” or “socializing” a static background.”

In Amazonia, the “archaeology of landscape” is tied less to explicitly phenomenological perspectives (Ingold, 2001, 2013; Hodder, 2012), but instead aim to develop concrete linkages between cultural and historical factors, on the one hand, as studied by anthropologists, and environment and climate, on the other, to help understand and manage significant change and devise alternative strategies for development based on past semi-intensive land-use (Schwartzman et al., 2010; Redford & Sanderson, 2000). Such intensive indigenous systems are not only critical to understanding the composition of the Amazon region, but provide a middle ground between potentially harmful extensive (slash-and-burn) and entirely destructive clear-cutting development (Laurence et al., 2001). Indigenous resource management strategies, in particular, may hold important clues to sustainable regional development and climate change mitigation and adaptation over the long term (Ashby, 2003; Vernooy & MacDougall, 2003).
In other words, suddenly some of the best answers to the vexing question of how to “Save the Amazon,” in terms of conservation and development, are provided by its indigenous peoples, who constructed and managed forest and wetland technologies that worked with the natural environment, not against it.

Sustainability science provides a conceptual framework for addressing the pluralistic nature of contemporary research, notably by focusing on: (a) scalar properties of natural-human systems and interactions within and between scales; (b) multi-disciplinary research strategies, including change in coupled bio-physical and socio-historical systems; and, (c) multiple domains (e.g., ecological, economic, and socio-cultural factors), which are multi-vocal and open to diverse interpretations, including those of local indigenous and other rural peoples (Martens, 2006). The viewpoint of sustainability science promotes the
co-production of knowledge and a process of “learning through doing and doing through learning,” which stimulates both interdisciplinary and intercultural interactions as an active part of research design (Gezon & Paulson, 2005). In Amazonia, three areas of contemporary debate on the socio-political, socio-economic and the socio-ecological dimensions of sustainability are critical: a) bio-historical diversity and anthropogenic landscapes, b) resilience and contemporary sustainability studies, and c) collaboration between scientists, NGOs, and indigenous peoples and other stakeholders.

Sustainability studies are often tied to the concept of ecological resilience, defined as “the amount of disturbance that an ecosystem could withstand without changing self-organized processes and structures” (Gunderson, 2000:14). It has been a keystone concept in interdisciplinary research on coupled human-natural systems and broader questions of sustainability for over a decade (Berkes & Folke, 1998; Folke, 2006; Gunderson & Holling, 2002). It is widely used in models of historical change and “plasticity” of tropical forest ecosystems, the lack of historical time depth often hinders robust reconstructions or modeling. A decade ago, Fisher and Feinman (2005:62) noted, paraphrasing an editorial in Science (Kennedy, 2004:1565), that: “time depth for both human and environmental records is a prerequisite if we are to assess and explain correlations between human-environmental interactions and ultimately determine whether apparent trends are meaningful, directional, or neither (e.g., Crowley 2000).”

Archaeology provides a unique long-term perspective on adaptive cycles (Redman & Kinzig, 2003:14) and, as Stahl (1996:117; see also 1995) points out that studies of Holocene environmental and climate change “rely on the techniques and methodologies of archaeology for generating inferences about a deep time that existed beyond human memory and before the advent of written documents.” Nonetheless, Redman’s (2005:71) observation a decade ago that there are “only a few integrative ecological studies of human land use cover time scales longer than a century,” citing the Upper Xingu (Heckenberger et al., 2003) as one of a handful worldwide, still equally prevails today. Socio-ecological resilience is often central to contemporary research on global climate change, biodiversity loss, ecosystem restoration, and socio-economic development but rarely addresses long-term socio-historical variation and cultural heritage of living peoples, notably the Xingu basin (Brondizio et al., 2009).

In Amazonia, generally, resilience rarely attends to anthropogenic landscapes, despite widespread agreement among historical that non-altered forest dominate many areas and their ability to withstand or recover from shock, in this case from climate fluctuation and land cover change, which differ dramatically...
from minimally influenced and non-anthropogenic settings (Balée, 2013; Hecht et al., 2013; Schwartzman et al., 2013). Thus, ecological resilience and sustainability should be placed in the context of longer-term histories, which include secondary or altered – anthropogenic – forest landscapes, rather than primary forest settings (forests that are not directly influenced by humans in the past). While these areas likely constitute >10% of the region and have greater potential for human use, as reflected in past land-use practices, most remain poorly known (Heckenberger & Neves, 2009). Landscape transformation in Amazonia rarely attains the degree that ecologists would characterize as primary succession, but large-scale transformations were common across the southern Amazon (Heckenberger, 2010, 2013).

The lack of attention to long-term human influences likewise fails to address fundamental questions posed by political ecology, particularly the implications of complex socio-ecological systems and cultural heritage in the contested frontiers of Amazonia (Hecht, 2013; Schmink & Woods, 2013). This demands that humans are treated as active agents and research partners in the creation of common frameworks for problem-oriented research that address both cultural and non-cultural factors, including indigenous rights. Contemporary approaches place not only in the context of ecological resilience but also with respect to social and ethical questions in the broader context of sustainability and indigenous peoples (Davidson et al., 2012; Gezon & Paulson, 2005; Pretty et al., 2009). The goal, however, intends also to develop mechanisms for sharing and articulation across broader geographic regions and domains of knowledge, enabling linkages between disciplines and scales based on research conducted in collaboration with diverse cultural stakeholders, notably indigenous peoples.

**The Upper Xingu**

The cultural landscapes of the Xingu watershed preserve an unparalleled example of the scale of landscape engineering associated with pre-Columbian polities. It is the largest contiguous area preserving living descendants of these complex societies continue to practice traditional livelihood strategies (Heckenberger, 2005, 2010; Schwartzman et al., 2013). The implication is that much of the protected corridor, which represents major rivers and closed tropical forests, is dominated by anthropogenic forest, representing distinctive areas of complex socio-ecological systems and sensitivity to large-scale contemporary drivers within and around indigenous areas. In other words, to greater and lesser degrees, the entire forested core of the basin was an anthropogenic landscape influenced by past and present human actors. Like other anthropogenic
landscapes of the southern Amazon, the Upper Xingu is a critical site of cultural, historical, and biodiversity heritage, but are not widely recognized as global heritage and strategies for their preservation are overshadowed by conservation of areas of presumed natural forest. In these areas, environments are more socially heterogeneous and ecologically patchy, which can increase overall biodiversity, in terms of both species diversity and ecological heterogeneity (Balée, 2006; Balée & Erickson, 2006; Posey, 2002), and also offer ready solutions to questions of ecological resilience, measured in terms of bio-historical diversity, and the sustainability of certain practices in the face of dramatic change in regional systems.

The Xingu River basin (510,000 km²) straddles three major transitional zones: the closed evergreen forests of in the lower Amazon River, more open evergreen forests and woodland transitions of southeastern Brazil and the southern transitional deciduous forests (Figure 1B). Over half of the basin lies within contiguous protected areas, the Xingu corridor, which is composed of 21 demarcated indigenous areas and 10 wildlife protected areas (~290,000 km²), which comprises the largest contiguous area of indigenous lands and protected areas in the Amazon. Areas within the protected corridor are still verdant, but an explosion of deforestation from cattle ranching, soy farming and urbanization, including current and future implementation of hydro-electric projects, has devastated forests on the frontier of the Xingu corridor turning the region drier and vulnerable to forest fires and other climate change effects (Nepstad et al., 2006).

Studies in archaeology and indigenous history highlight important questions of variability and scale in reconstructions of heterogeneous regimes of land-use (Denevan, 1992, 2001). Forest conversion by pre-Columbian settled agriculturalists do leave obvious indicators in soils, such as carbonized botanical remains and micro-botanical remains, but minimal on-site sampling fails to recognize substantial variability within regions (e.g. Woods et al., 2009). In addition to the Amazon floodplain region (várzea), several areas of transitional tropical forest areas, such as seasonally inundated areas, including portions of the Bolivian and Venezuelan llanos and coastal Guianas, and the upland forests and open landscapes of the southern peripheries. Recent research in the southern Amazon has produced substantial evidence of large, densely settled populations and complex regional organization, which had large-scale anthropogenic impacts on the natural environment. It also suggests complex socio-historical diversity, including areas of small size and low density of occupations sites in
sparsely populated hinterlands and “buffer zones,” such as uplands surrounding the upper Xingu and Tapajós rivers.

The southern transitional forests (approximately 5% of the Amazon basin or size of the várzea), complex built environments are widely known in riverine areas of the southern headwaters. Early ethno-historic reports (1600-1850) describe regional Arawak-speaking enclaves across the southern transitional forests as large, densely settled populations, the remnants of socio-politically integrated pre-Columbian regional systems (Block, 1994; Denevan, 1966; Oliveira, 1968). The Upper Xingu is the easternmost of these regional archaeological cultures of Arawak affiliation spread across the southern transitional forests of Amazonia. Archaeology in this area has documented discrete late pre-Columbian, recent historical and contemporary contexts in landscapes that show a continuous record of habitation by related (Xinguano) peoples over the past millennium.

Archaeological research suggests several major periods of transformational change in this regional system (supported by 30 C14 dates): (1) pre-Galactic Period colonization by settled agriculturists by ca. 1500 BP, or before (initial Xinguano Tradition); (2) Galactic Period enlargement and structural elaboration of major settlements, ca. 1350 to 1650, marked by large-scale constructions (roads, canals, weirs, ponds, defensive walls, and other engineered features) and inferred integration in hierarchical clusters; (3) Transitional Period population decline and fallowing of the forest landscapes, after ca. 1550-1700; (4) Early Xinguano Period marked geographic compression, ethnogenesis and reconstitution of multi-ethnic society, from 1700-1884 continued occupation and reoccupation of pre-Columbian sites but scale-adjusted in regional settlement systems due to continued depopulation from early regional colonization by Europeans in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries; (5) Historical Xinguano Period post-1884 after Xinguano peoples enter the written record, which between the 1880s and 1980s had lost 80% of their population; (6) Contemporary Xinguano post-1980 demographic and socio-economic rebound and re-stabilization and greater political self-determination (Heckenberger, 2005).

Research on the archaeology and indigenous history of the Upper Xingu was initiated in 1992, with the institutional sponsorship of the Museu Nacional, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ). Since 2001, the interdisciplinary project is co-directed by Heckenberger and Drs. Bruna Franchetto and Carlos Fausto (UFRJ) and combines archaeology, ethnography, and linguistics, within an overall program of collaboration aimed at documentation of cultural heritage and indigenous education by the AIKAX: Associação Indígena Kuikuro
Indigenous research assistants were trained and participated in all archaeological investigations (Heckenberger, 2007, 2009). Indigenous research assistants were critical to identify historical villages (etepe) and ancient settlements (ingiholó-itupe), locating earthworks, anthropogenic dark earth (egepe) and related distinctive vegetation, and ceramics (egeho), which are all closely correlated (Heckenberger, 2006, 2009; Schmidt, 2010). Once located, all sites were positioned with differential GPS or on satellite images (in those few cases where GPS was not available). Major earthworks were GPS mapped at 10 sites (roughly 40 km of continuous archaeological features). Basic mapping of major earthworks was conducted in and around select sites (n=14), including ditch/berm systems and linear berms (.5 to 2 m high), situated at the margins of major roads (>10 m wide) and circular public plaza areas. Detailed mapping of earthworks was conducted at eight sites (X6, X13, X11, X17-20, X22).

Participatory survey and mapping of suggest that most if not all of the identified residential sites (28) were associated with two internally hierarchical clusters, ca. 1300-1650 (Figure 2). It is inferred that these were linked territorial polities. In the better known northern (Ipatse) cluster, settlements were positioned at forest/wetland interfaces at regular intervals (3-8 km) and linked by a region-wide system of broad, straight roads. Clusters were composed of large- (>240 ha) and medium-sized (<30 ha) plaza towns, smaller (<10 ha) plaza villages, and small (non-plaza) hamlets. Plaza towns were distinguished by major ditches (500-2000+ m long), defining settlements boundaries, associated with a palisade wall, and, in some cases, located within settlements. Mapping of major earthworks at these sites reveals an elaborate regional plan, including major excavated ditches surrounding largest settlements (up to 15 m wide, 5 m deep, and 2.5 km in length), linear mounds positioned along roads and public plaza areas, and a variety of wetland constructions, such as raised causeways, bridges, river obstructions (weirs), canals, and artificially modified ponds. Extensive residential occupations are documented across interior portions of walled settlements, including structural remains (house and trash midden areas) and ceramic cooking utensils, covering ≥20 ha in first-order settlements. Small non-walled plaza villages are similar in size and form to contemporary villages.

In addition to their larger size and structural elaboration, including gates, roads, and secondary plazas (possible ritual staging areas), walled towns are distinguished by their position in relation to the cluster center: largest residential centers are located roughly equidistant (3-5 km) from the exemplary center.
(X13) to the NW and SE and medium-sized centers to the NE and SW, roughly 8-10 km from center. The area enclosed by the primary satellites represents the core area of each galactic cluster (an autonomous polity in the regional peer polity), with smaller non-walled settlements situated in a hinterland area. Earthen dams used as weirs and causeways, artificially modified ponds, and bridges and bridge abutment have been identified associated with major roads and settlements.

These findings generally confirm the large size of late prehistoric communities, including accretional deposits across most areas of the site, including areas of high and low frequency and identifiable function (house, ADE midden, public space, work, traffic and non-ADE gardening areas (Schmidt, 2010; Tooney, 2012). Specifically, it predicts a pattern of highly standardized land-use, including the regular spacing of clusters across the region, precise orientation of settlements within clusters and rigidly partitioned or zoned areas of land-use in developed core areas and more lightly occupied managed forests and closed forest buffer areas. Elements of this system are preserved among descendant groups, but, if predictions are correct, ancestral late pre-Columbian socio-political formations (ca. 1250-1650 CE) represent a high level of regional planning and environmental engineering in forested regions of Amazonia, including semi-intensive subsistence agriculture, industrial plants and timber, as well as wetland management, creating a complex mosaic of land-use.

Archaeology, at least as a set of technical skills and shared inclinations based on them, is uniquely suitable, and critical for addressing related issues of indigenous history, ecology and sustainability research. The Xingu is the only place where these groups are linked in an unbroken tract of intact Amazonian forest. It also informs contemporary patterns in novel ways, such as an inversion between traditional forest management in low-lying areas of the basin and tied to major rivers, now under indigenous control, and threatened by large-scale economic development along the uplands at the peripheries, with the axis being topographic divides. The basic assumption is that these cannot be understood without placing ecological studies in the context of pre-Columbian and historic human occupations. The project develops research strategies focused on partnership and training with descendent communities, whose livelihoods depend on the integrity of Xingu socio-ecological landscapes and are most directly responsible for their preservation.
Context-sensitive science & collaboration

Currently, the most critical challenge for sustainability science is to develop robust linkages between ecological and historical science and between scientific research and indigenous peoples, NGOs, and the broader public, including the establishment of networks, standardization of data collection, storage, and sharing, and training of indigenous and other local participants for socio-environmental monitoring and management of indigenous and other protected areas. Participation by local communities, at the very least, is a critical feature of resource management and conservation in tropical forest areas. As Alcorn and Zarzycki (2005:12) suggest: “if we are really concerned about the loss of biodiversity, new paradigms of collaboration are needed to address this crisis, not more catchwords. Non-indigenous society needs to acknowledge the challenge of representation and communication across cultures.”

Nonetheless, despite a remarkable rise in research in all disciplines, there is little articulation between historical and ecological research and the dialogue between scientists and indigenous peoples is often poorly developed, short-lived and even divisive. In indigenous and associated protected areas, which constitute >20% of the Brazilian Amazon (Nepstad et al., 2006), scientific research must proceed in dialogue with local communities and practices.

In the Xingu corridor, in particular, such engaged approaches are an imperative to conduct scientific research, but recent forums sponsored by ISA and EDF in Altamira in 2011 and 2013 show resounding support to create collaborative networks. As critical players in the discussion of sustainable prosperity and human rights tied to major global initiatives of biodiversity conservation and forest restoration, such as the United Nations REDD+ programs, NGOs and the local groups they work with provide not only necessary stakeholders that most e consulted but also important human resources that provide novel perspectives and practices for developing meaningful and responsible solutions to pressing problems.

These participatory techniques provide the basis for indigenous integration, articulated to the annual regional workshops and web-based network interaction, including interactive GIS. Two Altamira conferences provided some mandate by indigenous communities that the best scientific research is highly desirable to all parties, but within the context of a network that includes diverse local groups. Integrated training and mapping will proceed in a way that permits novel interpretations and problems to emerge within the open collaborative network. The project involves satellite image analysis, GIS and ground-based mapping in...
training workshops that incorporate human occupational and ecological data and specific spectral “signatures” of suggested anthropogenic influence.

Indigenous groups invariably know where major cultural sites are located and often have detailed knowledge of their place in local ecological and historical contexts. What they do not know is how to record and map them. In archaeological studies collaboration develops through co-produced geo-spatial data collection and interpretation techniques. This spatial data and maps, based on robust GPS and supporting supplementary meta-data and GIS, provide a scaffolding to bridge temporal scales from centennial ethnographic and oral historical scales to the millennial scales of archaeology, historical ecology and paleoecology to the shorter time frames and recent patterns. Through the establishment of protocols for field training, cultural heritage mapping and spatial science and interdisciplinary studies are aimed at developing systematic measures of forest cover alteration over the past millennium or more.

Participatory GPS cultural heritage mapping also provides a solid basis for classification of satellite images, which in turn will provide patterns that can be investigated through ground-based studies and refining interpretations anthropogenic patterns of vegetation and land-cover and land-use change through time. Satellite image analysis has been ongoing since 2001 in the Upper Xingu project, culminating in a predictive model to highlight areas with anthropogenic vegetation (Figure 3C; Russell, 2005). Specific “regions of interest” (ROI) were established for field training and initial classification of satellite images and initial synthetic descriptive maps and predictive models for each study area (Russell, 2005). Analyses of available satellite imagery, maps and documents, notably professional ethnographies, provides the basis to develop historically sensitive spatial data, which will create the common basis to develop further trans-disciplinary and specialized research. Archaeological mapping in ROIs, in particular, focuses on identification and characterization of anthropogenic soils and other obvious disturbance indicators, which can be further classified through paleo-ecological, ecological and ethno-ecological studies.

Initial models from remote sensed data of settlement pattern and land-use (as seen through analysis of forest cover in classified satellite images) can be applied to new areas in the Xingu and elsewhere in Amazonia. Remote-sensed data and rapid assessment protocols are critical not only in understanding the Xingu basin but as a proxy measure for categorizing, at least heuristically, other areas in the southern Amazon. What is critical is designing research strategies based on commensurate baseline data. The assumption is that all research requires some basic spatial component, which is a primary dimension of comparison.
across disciplines. Archaeologists are well-suited to mapping cultural heritage and anthropogenic features, which, coupled with satellite imagery and high-resolution GPS in the Amazon over the past decade, provides robust framework of locally co-produced knowledge, including archaeological and spatial science tied to the ethno-ecology and oral history of these living traditions.

In short, in order to address multi-scalar questions of resilience or sustainability, particularly balancing economic, ecological and social factors, research in indigenous areas requires not only engagement but full collaboration in research design, implementation and data management and dissemination. The problem is often a question of translation between local practices and interests, and those of major NGOs and scientific researchers, notably within the broader arenas of conservation and development, sustainability studies, and globalization, notably Brazilian and international initiatives (e.g., REDD+) to protect and potentially restore degraded landscapes, including areas of the Xingu basin outside of the protected corridor (Stickler et al., 2008).

What are most urgently needed, at all scales, are well-integrated research networks based on context-sensitive approaches that include research on natural and cultural resources and co-design of integrated management plans with local communities and regional NGOs. Two meetings in Altamira in 2011 and 2013, sponsored by ISA and ESF, underscore this common goal in the Xingu corridor: to develop coalitions linked to the best science possible. The intention is to establish acceptable and accessible research protocols and synergies between participants, including interdisciplinary topics and more broadly in terms of NGO and local capacity building. The general approach developed in the participatory research in the Upper Xingu (Fausto et al., 2008; Franchetto, 2011; Heckenberger, 2007, 2009) can be easily extended to research-training sites in indigenous areas in other areas. This involves learning through doing and capacity building, aimed at doing – the job of finding scientifically robust and socio-culturally responsible approaches to sustainability – through mutual learning, providing a common framework for collection of geo-spatial data, widely accessible to diverse partners.

This focus on context-sensitive approaches, where problems are revealed through the space/place-based contexts themselves, aims to provide advances and solutions to context-specific issues and problems. These inform general theoretical models and broader strategies for robust and responsible sustainability. The Xingu corridor represents a large-scale context for considering the practical and ethical imperatives of working with descendant populations. This in no way compromises the production of robust research, in fact it improves
the capacity to do fundamental science, insofar as the methodological foundation is based on partnerships, including inter-disciplinary and trans-disciplinary strategies and, most importantly, descendant populations.

In the Xingu corridor, a specific aim is to create dialogic communities of knowledge production that actively engage indigenous and other traditional peoples and NGOs in fully collaborative partnerships (Heckenberger, 2007, 2009; Pound et al., 2003; Schwartzman and Zimmerman, 2005). Specifically what is needed now is to develop an integrated framework for participatory cultural heritage research with indigenous groups, including most or all of the 24 principle indigenous groups in the Xingu protected corridor, and link these to larger scientific and public networks through academic institutions and NGOs in Brazil and internationally. Such research networks, including integrated scientific researchers, indigenous and rural partners, and NGOs, are critical to address link large-scale drivers, such as economic development and climate change, with regional and local responses and interactions. The contiguous protected forest areas is itself a large-scale driver that cannot be understood without reference to its history or without direct local participation at all levels of research, since it is largely under indigenous occupation and control.

The Upper Xingu provides one model for strategies to document cultural heritage resources, including contemporary occupation and land-use, through participatory mapping and rapid assessment protocols conducted across the protected corridor. This geo-spatial mapping easily links with broader networks, such as ISA and their partner’s diverse Xingu Corridor projects. These studies would also inform strategies for monitoring linked human-natural systems and evaluate change in them over time. Specifically, what are currently most needed is integrated research groups, that include: (1) a formal network of interdisciplinary scholars with diverse backgrounds in the social and natural sciences; (2) standardized geo-spatial data bases from widely available orbital imagery and regional GIS across the basin, conducted in partnership with indigenous and rural communities through participatory GPS mapping and local interactive GIS; (3) clear strategies of collaboration and protocols for scientific data collection for research and environmental monitoring, including local education manuals and skills training, notably identification, mapping, and monitoring of key sites, and long-term management of the diverse landscapes of the corridor.
Archaeologies of the future

Given the massive scale of tropical deforestation today and all of its important social and economic implications, it is imperative that we improve our historical understanding of tropical ecosystem dynamics in settings that include, not exclude, people. In the southern Amazon, transitional forests have fallen to a fraction of their original size (20%), much of which is in indigenous areas (Nepstad et al., 2006; Schwartzman et al., 2000, 2013). Locally developed current indigenous resource management systems, or thus reconstructed from the past, provide alternative models of land-use for present and future human generations. This is particularly critical in transitional areas, such as those in the Xingu, which are demonstrably dynamic, in some cases oscillating between forested and woodland or even grassland states (Staver et al., 2011), and sensitive to human influence, including grasslands management with fire and
hydrological engineering in non-forested areas and forest islands (Denevan, 2001; Posey, 2002).

Mapping is not only quantitative, hyper-quantitative, in fact, and easily accessible to different participants. It is widely used to address large social masses or geographies. However, the goal of most spatial mapping is tied to actual places, contexts, which are socially, culturally and historically defined. The aim is thus more qualitative in providing talking points and contextual detail, rather than confirmation (or not) of deduced patterns. The approach advocated here, as a model for more general applications, not only builds on indigenous knowledge of historical places and anthropogenic indicators, such as soils, vegetation, faunal communities and interactions between them, generally anchored to broader hydrological systems and cultural models, but incorporates it in future research design and implementation.

The future aim is to develop collaborative management and monitoring strategies that can be applied elsewhere in Amazonia and has a transformative impact by engaging diverse stakeholders in the trans-disciplinary and multi-cultural co-production of knowledge. Methods are informed by both scientific and indigenous knowledge, but specifically designed to articulate with broader global scientific initiatives, such as biodiversity conservation and reduced tropical forest degradation programs (e.g., UN REDD+). Finding alternative strategies, such as extractive resource management, are critical and it is here that indigenous perspectives offer considerable value, particularly considering their historical development and performance over the long-term. Evidence that degraded tropical forest landscapes can be restored (Lamb et al., 2005) by incorporating alternatives to clear-cutting further underscores the critical value of understanding indigenous agricultural practices, particularly as they relate to densely settled, agricultural populations suggested in several areas. Devising alternatives for environmental management and conservation with people that hold deep experiential knowledge of coupled human-natural systems enhances the potential application of research outcomes and protocols in fostering sustainability in the Amazon.

Archaeology helps provide critical baseline data for development of an integrated management plan for the watershed with strategies tailored to local and regional socio-environmental features. It is novel in terms of integrating knowledge and studies in biological diversity, ecology and contemporary economic development with those of historical ecology, including archaeology, paleoecology, ethnoecology, indigenous history and traditional environmental engineering systems. It also attends to multiple scales and perspectives in multi-vocal
research contexts. Robust participatory research, notably GPS mapping and GIS, aims to integrate local and scientific views to design robust scientific research that is meaningful to diverse groups and attends to environmental, economic and social aspects of sustainable development in the Amazon.

In other words, anthropological archaeology is a key point of articulation between natural and social sciences, an interpretive and translation space. In an anthropological sense it looks back to look forward, and then forward to look back, and by its very eclectic nature tends to share a general trend in social theory in anthropology: theory is what we disagree on, as opposed to that of the natural sciences, where it is what is seen as a given. Scale, perspective and voice intervene, again and again, redefining the divides that structure our knowledge production industries with the overall urban fabric of the modern world, particularly Brazil’s meteoric rise in economic power in the late 20th and 21st century. For the anthropologist, archaeologist in training or not, the question is: what should the “archaeologies of the future” look like, borrowing Jameson’s (2005) apt phrase, recalling that history is always as much about forgetting as remembering in pressing the “desire called utopia and other science fictions.” One view of that future, suggested by Paulo Freire nearly 50 years ago in what later he called the “pedagogy of hope” (1994), inspires participatory action research and inclusive strategies of knowledge production, and reminds us that some things should not be forgotten. Simply put, everyone benefits by putting research in the hands of indigenous peoples, as full partners in its design and deployment as we all struggle with urgent issues in sustainability, climate and poverty in the Amazon.
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Notes

1. Field research to date in the Kuikuro study area (~1200 km²), summarized in Heckenberger 2005, 2013) has involved: (1) settlement survey and satellite real-time (differential) dGPS (Trimble XRS) positioning of 28 pre-Columbian sites and historic settlements (1750-present) within them (Figure 3); (2) dGPS-based mapping of earthworks at major late pre-Columbian settlements (e.g., X6, X13, X18, and others); (3) extensive test excavation at two sites (X6 and X13), block excavation of one house structure (340 m²) C14 dated to ca. 1450 at X6 and limited test excavation and soil sampling at additional pre-Columbian sites (X11, X14, X15, X18); and (4) project GIS. Previous research included detailed studies of ADE and household production and archaeological ceramics, including testing in current and recently occupied Kuikuro settlements (Schmidt 2010; Toney 2012). Additionally, five lake-bottom sediment cores were raised from a large lake, a small lake and pond/bogs adjacent X6, X13 and X18. These contained well-preserved pollen with five C14 dates from 30,000 BP to 5500 BP, with a notable transition from majority grasses to current forested conditions estimated at ca. 3500 BP (M. Bush [FIT], J. Curtis [UF Geology], P. Oliveira [USP], pers. comm., 2006-2012).
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Resumo

Os estudos de sustentabilidade no século XXI reconhecem amplamente que os vínculos teóricos e práticos entre ciências naturais e sociais são necessários para se entender a dinâmica de sistemas humano-naturais, especialmente na escala de séculos e milênios. A arqueologia e estudos congêneres sobre a história local indígena têm um papel crucial para entendermos a dinâmica de longo prazo de sistemas humano-naturais e a formação de paisagens culturais na Amazônia, inclusive a influência antropogênica do passado e o uso atual da terra por descendentes de populações indígenas locais. Esses estudos têm por objetivo levantar questões chave em pesquisas tropicais contemporâneas, principalmente, sobre como seres humanos precipitaram, direcionaram ou foram influenciados por mudanças ambientais ao longo do tempo em termos de respostas e resiliência frente a mudanças ecológicas, gestão sustentável de recursos naturais, além da herança indígena e direitos culturais. Além disso, esse entendimento fornece soluções alternativas “caseiras” ligadas a sistemas semi-intensivos indígenas de uso da terra, incluindo a substancial engenharia de paisagem e como funcionaram e mudaram. Portanto, as estratégias indígenas de gerenciamento de recursos, enquanto modelos de uso alternativo da terra, contêm indícios vitais para o desenvolvimento sustentável e mitigação de mudanças climáticas, além de adaptação a longo prazo. Este trabalho elabora essas ideias do ponto de vista específico do Alto Xingu no sul da Amazônia brasileira, enfatizando que a questão crítica a ser posta pelos arqueólogos, depois que já estejam bem adiantadas as tarefas de escavar, mapear, rearranjar e falar sobre coisas do “passado”, é a seguinte: quais são as questões sociais e éticas dessa pesquisa, especialmente em termos dos próprios povos indígenas.

Palavras-chave: Amazônia, Arqueologia, Estudos de Sustentabilidade, Herança Cultural, Povos Indígenas
Abstract

Sustainability studies in 21st century widely acknowledge that theoretical and practical linkages between natural and social sciences are required to understand the dynamics of coupled human-natural systems, particularly over centennial and millennial scales. Archaeology and affiliated studies on local indigenous history play a critical role in understanding the long-term dynamics of human-natural systems and the formation of cultural landscapes in Amazonia, including past anthropogenic influence and contemporary land-use by descendant local indigenous populations. Such studies aim to address key questions in contemporary tropical research regarding, notably how humans have precipitated, directed, or were influenced by environmental changes over the long-term and, in terms of responses and resiliency in the face of ecological change, sustainable management of natural resources, and indigenous heritage and cultural rights. Moreover, this understanding provides alternative “home grown” solutions, tied to sustainable semi-intensive systems of indigenous land-use, including substantial landscape engineering, and how they functioned and changed. Indigenous resource management strategies, as models of alternative land-use, thus hold vital clues to sustainable development and climate change mitigation and adaptation over the long term. This paper expands on these ideas from the specific context of the Upper Xingu, in the southern Brazilian Amazon, stressing that the critical question archaeologists must ask, after the work of digging up, mapping, shuffling and talking about things of “the past” is well underway, is this: what are the social and ethical questions of this research, particularly in terms of indigenous peoples themselves.
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